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Topic 1: Yugoslav Wars -- December 1st, 1991 

Background: 

 The Yugoslav wars are a series of violent wars fought between the multiple ethnic groups 

within the communist country of Yugoslavia during the 1990s.  Yugoslavia formed at the end of 

World War II, consisting of the republics of Serbia, Croatia, Montenegro, Bosnia-Herzegovina, 

Macedonia, and Slovenia.  Serbia also controlled the two semi-autonomous regions of Vojvodina 

and Kosovo.  Serbs made up 39.7% of the population and were located mostly in Serbia, Croats 

made 22.1% and were mostly found in Croatia, Bosniaks (Muslim) made up 8.4% and were 

mostly located in Bosnia, Slovenes made up 8.2%, Albanians made up 6.4% and were mostly 

found in Kosovo, and Macedonians made up 5.8% of the population. 

Yugoslavia was controlled by the dictator Josip Broz Tito from its inception until his 

death in 1980.  Tito initially aligned the country with The USSR as they were both 

Communist.  However, Yugoslavia adopted a neutral policy in 1948 and remained neutral 

throughout the Cold War.  In the 1970s, Croatian nationalists began to demand independence.  In 

1971, mass protests of Yugoslav rule were held in Croatia.  They were called the Croatian Spring 

and were condemned and suppressed by the Yugoslav government.  Many leaders of the protests 

were arrested and convicted of hate speech against Yugoslavia.  Also in the same year, a pro-

Croatian terrorist group was stopped before it could commit an act of terror.  The next year, 

Croatian revolutionaries blew up a Yugoslav airliner over Germany, killing twenty-three of the 

twenty-four people on board.  In 1974, a new Yugoslav constitution was passed which gave 

more power to the federal government and gave greater autonomy to Vojvodina and Kosovo in 
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order to appease the citizens of these regions. Also, it recognized the Bosniaks as one of the 

major peoples of Yugoslavia and they were given more representation in the government. 

Starting in the 1970s, Yugoslavia’s economy began to steadily decline. In 1980, one 

million people were unemployed. In an effort to save the economy, Yugoslavia took out multiple 

loans with the IMF in the 1970s and 1980s.  However, the economy only worsened as 

unemployment grew to 16.1% in 1987 from 13.8% in 1980.  The economic crisis caused more 

people to become infuriated with the communist government. 

At the same time, nationalism spread amongst the population leading to calls for 

independence by citizens of all of the republics.  In 1981, protesters in Kosovo demanded greater 

autonomy and were suppressed by the government.  In 1983, Bosniak protest leaders were 

arrested.  In 1986, the Serbian Academy of Sciences released a document calling for Serbia to 

take control of Yugoslavia.  This document fueled Serbian nationalism in the nation.  The Serb 

media called for Serbian control of Kosovo and spread rumors about fake atrocities committed 

by the Albanians there.  In 1987, a speech by Slobodan Milosevic, a Serbian politician, was aired 

in Serbia.  The speech called for greater Serbian control and made Milosevic very popular.  He 

became prime minister of Serbia in 1987.  He seized control of the communist party and began to 

purge it in order to remove opposition.  He also took control of the media in order to spread 

Serbian propaganda.  These actions led to greater Serbian nationalism and ambitions for a greater 

Serbia.  He also gained control of Montenegro, Kosovo, and Vojvodina through massive Serbian 

demonstrations in those areas.  In 1989, Kosovo miners began a hunger strike in protest of the 

Serbian takeover of Kosovo.  The protest ended in the hospitalization of the miners.  In the same 

year, Croatia and Slovenia began to protest against Serbia’s actions while Serbia protested 
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against the Croats and Slovenes.  Slovenia began to strongly oppose Serbia and began calls for 

independence.  In response, Serbia set up boycotts against Slovenia.  

In 1990, Slovenia and Croatia left the Yugoslav Communist party in protest of 

Milosevic's actions. Also in 1990, Serbia reduced the autonomy and power of Kosovo and 

Vojvodina even more. In the same year, the Yugoslav army, or JNA, disbanded regional control 

of the armies in Croatia and Slovenia and put them under central Yugoslav control. Slovenia and 

Croatia held democratic elections for the first time in over 45 years. Right wing nationalists won 

the elections. Both Serbs and Croats began to fear the worst. The Serbs feared that the Croats 

would commit atrocities against the Serbs as they did in WWII. The Croats feared a Serbian 

takeover of their nation. Croats changed the Croatian constitution to make Serbs no longer a 

constituent people, which angered the Serbs living in Croatia. As a result, the Serbs began the 

Log Rebellion in Croatia. In this rebellion, Serb rebels blockaded roads which severely hurt the 

Croatian tourist industry. Multiple clashes between rebels and police occurred. On December 21, 

1990, Slovenia held a referendum for independence from Yugoslavia. It passed with 88.5% of 

the vote.  However, independence was not declared yet. Croatia and Slovenia began arming 

around this time. In January of the next year, footage of Croatian arming was aired on TV and 

negotiations between the republics failed. In March, people took to the streets in Belgrade to 

protest Milosevic and in return, the JNA sent in tanks to end the protest. On March 16, 1991, 

SAO Krajina, a Serbian part of Croatia, declared independence. On June 25, 199, Slovenia and 

Croatia declared independence. The U.S. promised to not recognize the nations so Yugoslavia 

fought back. The next day, the Ten Day war broke out as JNA forces invaded the border areas of 

Slovenia. The JNA set up roadblocks and there were some skirmishes.  Around fifty people were 
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killed. On July 7, a ceasefire was signed. All JNA forces left Slovenia by October 26, 1991. At 

this time, the JNA were supporting rebel fighters in Croatia. In September, the JNA began 

invading the border areas of Croatia. The battle of Vukovar began. The battle of the barracks, a 

series of battles fought over the JNA bases in Croatia, lasted from September 14th to November 

23rd and resulted in a Croatian victory. Casualties are unknown.  An EU peace deal was nearly 

signed but failed to be agreed on by all parties. In October, full scale war had broken out in the 

border areas of Croatia between Croatia and Bosnia-Herzegovina. Most of the fighting was in 

ethnically Serbian areas. Hundreds of thousands of people were displaced. Also, in October, the 

JNA sieged Dubrovnik. In November, Vukovar fell to the JNA and over 2,000 died.  Yugoslavia 

blockaded Croatia on October 3rd. On November 14th, the blockade was lifted as Croatian shore 

batteries sunk two Yugoslav ships. On November 20th, the JNA killed 200 Croat POWs in the 

Vukovar Massacre. Hundreds more were killed in the Erdut, Lovas, and Skabrnja massacres.   

 Today, around ten thousand people have died.  Less than a third of Croatia is occupied by 

Serbian forces.  Multiple massacres have occurred and more will sure follow.  Peace is 

desperately needed to bring an end to the ruthless killing. 

UN Involvement: 

 The UN is very concerned about the wars in Yugoslavia.  On September 25th, 1991, the 

Security Council passed Resolution 713 (1991).  This asked for all members of the UN to 

suspend the selling of arms to Yugoslavia.  It also asked the EU to continue its work for a peace 

settlement.  The resolution expressed the UN’s concern over the war.  The resolution’s efficacy 

is not able to be judged this early.  The Security Council also asked the Secretary-General to 

promote peace. 
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 On November 23rd, the UN brokered a ceasefire which almost immediately fell apart.  In 

SC Resolution 721 (1991), the SC asked for a ceasefire again.  The UN is currently debating 

whether or not to send Peacekeepers. 

 

Questions to Consider: 

1. Does your country support the right to self-determination? 

2. Does your country support communism? 

3. Should there be a UN Peacekeeping mission? 

4. How much should the UN get involved? 

5. Should Yugoslavia be broken up?  If so, how? 

6. How can the civilians be protected? 

7. How can further massacres be prevented? 

8. How can a successful ceasefire be created? 
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Somali Civil War -- December 1st, 1991 

Background: 

 The Somali Civil War is a war between many clans in the nation of Somalia.  In 1969, 

Siad Barre took control of the country.  He ruled the nation with an iron fist and the people began 

to dislike him.  He made Somalia a socialist country and nationalized most of the industry in 

1970.  In 1981, civil unrest began to emerge as he banned Mijertyn and Isaaq clans from the 

government.  The Issaq clan formed the Somali National Movement (SNM) in 1982 to fight the 

government.  As Barre began persecuting his people, the opposition grew.  He punished the 

opposition, cracked down on warlords, and ordered the bombings of opponents.  Civil war broke 

out in 1988.  Multiple factions fought against the central government.  These factions were led 

by warlords and often fought against each other.  However, they were united against 

Barre.  SMN attacked bases and as a response, the government killed 50,000 people in attacks 

and caused 650,000 to flee the country.  At the time, the Cold War was ending.  This hurt 

Somalia as this development decreased the amount of foreign aid going to Somalia as influence 

over Somalia became less strategically important.  Because of this, Barre began to lose control of 

the army.  In 1990, politicians demanded Barre listen to the people but he refused.  In the middle 

of 1990, Mogadishu, the capital of Somalia, was surrounded by United Somali Congress (USC) 

forces.  In January 1991, they entered the city and the government fell, descending the country 

into chaos.  Instead of uniting, all of the rebel groups decided to fight each other for power.  Two 

of the major groups were the Somali Patriotic Movement and the Somali Democratic 

Alliance.  While the southern regions were in turmoil, the northern areas declared independence 
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as Somaliland, which was much more peaceful.  However, Somaliland was not internationally 

recognized.   In the following months, 25,000 were killed by the fighting and 3.5 million were 

displaced.  Due to a lack of a government, a drought, clan wars, and destruction of food, there 

were 250,000 deaths from starvation.  Much of the food that was still able to be grown had been 

destroyed or could not reach civilians due to the fighting.  The worst hit were the civilians in the 

south which lived amidst the fighting of the most powerful clans.   

 Currently, the situation in Somalia is dire.  Thousands of people are starving and dying in 

wars between warlords.  Half of the population is vulnerable to starvation.  Food is scarce and 

the multiple factions fighting prevents all organization in the country. 

 

UN Involvement: 

 The UN has yet to do much at all for Somalia as the UN is focused on other 

issues.  However, the UN is becoming more aware and concerned.  The Secretary-General sent 

an envoy to Somalia to study the situation.  The UN has also sent humanitarian aid.  Many times, 

UN workers have been pulled out for brief times due to heavy fighting.  The UN is currently 

planning a larger response. 

Questions to Consider: 

1. Is a coalition needed to quell the fighting? 

2. How can mass starvation be prevented? 

3. How can a peace deal be brokered? 

4. Must the UN install a more effective provisional government? 

5. How can the government be restored? 
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6. Should the different warring states be independent or should they be part of one Somalia? 

7. How will civilians be protected? 
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